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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to document the process and provide all the necessary
materials for the realization of the lighting design for the University of Arkansas Department of
Theatre’s 2015 production of Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare. This thesis consists of the
following materials: designer’s script analysis, design concept statement, historical and evocative
research, Vectorworks overstage plot, Vectorworks section plot, LightWright paperwork, cue
sheet, final magic sheets, and process evaluation. The materials provided are necessary to the
design team, the electricians who hang the light plot, and the designer in order program the cues.
Archival photography is included as well, in order to visually document the production.
Our production of Twelfth Night strove to tell the story of restoring balance in a turbulent
world where characters became tangled in a comedic yet serious mess. This production also
wanted to capture the underlying dramatic elements of the comedy that drastically shape the
actions of the characters. The director stressed the importance of New Orleans as an overarching
presence in the story both visually and metaphorically as this was the location she wanted to
place the story. The history, culture, and class structures of New Orleans have strong parallels to
the fictional world of Illyria. The light design for this production sought to bridge the dramatic
world that created the characters’ actions with the comedic situations that arose. Most
importantly, the light design sought to illuminate the unwritten character of New Orleans that
played an integral part of the storyline.
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Introduction
The dramatic comedy central to my thesis was William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night or
What You Will, produced by the University of Arkansas Department of Theatre in November of
2015 at the University Theatre in Fayetteville, Arkansas. The content of this thesis will focus on
the development, execution, and evaluation of the lighting design, as it evolved over the course
of the production process. It will also show the process to which the lighting design illuminated
the world of New Orleans – an important unwritten character in this production which will be
discussed in detail later.
As a designer, one of the most creative challenges is to visually illuminate the world of a
Shakespearean play. I write this with conviction since William Shakespeare is possibly the most
famous playwright in literary history and many lighting designers will realize a Shakespearean
play in his or her career. The process of realizing a Shakespearean play onstage is difficult since
the text specifically focuses on language, character relationships, and situations. Unlike a
Tennessee Williams play, which is rich with vivid imagery about location and mood through his
stage directions, Shakespeare does not include stage directions nor does he describe the physical
environment of his play. This openness allows the creative team to build a one of a kind world
that will support the play. When producing any play, the entire production team must collaborate
closely together in order to present a unified concept for the audience. Shakespeare’s old English
language can be overwhelming and disengaging to young college audiences as it isn’t the way
our society converses today. That is why it was crucial for our design to be specific and
recognizable. I collaborated with Director Jenny McKnight who was well versed in
Shakespearean text and had a strong vision for our production in order to reach the university
audience. One of her goals for this production was to draw audiences in from the moment they
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walked into the theatre by creating an easily recognizable world, in this case New Orleans. For
me, the process of creating an environment focused on a location was a new challenge.
The conceptual idea for the production was based on the world of twentieth century New
Orleans, Louisiana, as it has four distinct parallels to the Elizabethan world of Twelfth Night,
which I will discuss in the conceptual part of this thesis. The director was interested in exploring
the application of this well-known city and its history to the script. After pointing out that
Twelfth Night is a Shakespearean comedy, the director was adamant about not undermining the
strong emotions of pain, love, hubris, and desperation present in the script. Though the play has
amusing moments, there are themes on the severity of manipulation, disappointment, and the
negative implications of social classes. At the first production meeting, the design team
discovered the importance of the initial storm (that brings Viola to Illyria) and how it could be a
strong metaphor for nearly everyone and everything in the show. This application will be
discussed later in the production concept of the thesis. The illumination of the play is based
upon expressing the fluid movement of a storm that has now been intrinsically linked to the story
as well as creating the environment of a historical and romanticized New Orleans.
This thesis presents a formal account of my lighting design for this production of Twelfth
Night from a technical standpoint. The framework for the thesis follows the process of the
lighting design through four chapters that will briefly discuss each phase of the design and the
challenges experienced. Following the final chapter, a series of appendices containing research
material, design documentation, and production photography will provide supplemental
information that was necessary for the execution of the design.
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Chapter One: Design Analysis
Whether you are a scholar or a thespian analyzing Twelfth Night, the result will be
different from that of a theatrical designer. Lighting designers focus on the time of day, location,
movement, mood, and geographical settings written in the text. These are the guidelines given by
the playwright that must be adhered to in order to illuminate the story. It is therefore the purpose
of this chapter to dissect the script from a designer’s standpoint to distill the most important
information relevant to executing a design.
According to acclaimed author and costume designer, Rosemary Ingham, the best way to
understand and organize the information that is presented in a play is to break down the text into
the “Who, What, When, and Where.” As a designer who specialized in Shakespearean texts,
Ingham’s format is a great tool in understanding the rudimentary basics of Twelfth Night. In
order to do my job as a lighting designer, I must know the basics. These can be plainly stated in
stage directions or craftily hidden inside the character’s lines.
Below is Ingham’s breakdown applied to William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. A bullet
point template was used as a technical document to assist me through the process of designing
the lights for the University’s production. For purposes of this document I have rearranged the
format into a narrative. Ingham’s analysis outline is a great way to absorb key character lines
that can give the designer context clues to location, time of day, and weather; however,
Shakespeare’s work is typically lacking in these clues and Twelfth Night is not excluded from
this generalization. I realized that the characters’ lines do not lend themselves to many context
clues that I could use so I used the director’s script exploration as a foundation. It is important to
note that Director Jenny McKnight adjusted our script and small changes were made in the
location to accommodate the unified design concept. An extended prologue was added with the
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intention of illustrating the two separate worlds of Duke Orsino and Lady Olivia and showing the
storm that brought Viola, the Captain, and Sebastian to the shores of New Orleans.
After establishing that this story occurs in New Orleans, Louisiana with the creative
team, I broke down the six major locations where the action of Twelfth Night occurs: Duke
Orsino’s home in the French Quarter, Olivia’s home in the Garden District, the Port of New
Orleans, and the streets spanning between Olivia’s, Orsino’s, and the Elephant (a bar). Within
these locations, Duke Orsino’s home consists of a gallery above that overlooks the street, and
from across the way he can see Olivia’s home. Underneath Orsino’s gallery is the interior of his
home where he spends most of his time with his court. Olivia’s home consists of three blocking
locations: outside of Olivia’s home is her massive garden where the majority of the action of the
play occurs; her home also consists of the upstairs balcony where Malvolio, Maria, and her
maids can overlook the gardens; and the bottom of her home is the front porch where limited
action occurs aside from the communication between the house staff and Malvolio. The next
pertinent location is the street that separates both homes and runs behind the set. The street
represents the way to the city via the Elephant bar and connects the Port to the action of the play.
Most scenes between Sebastian, Malvolio, Antonio, and the Captain occur in this area. Finally,
the most brief yet most important location of the show is the port, where Viola and the Captain
find themselves marooned.
Since Shakespeare left no distinct clues to suggest when in time Twelfth Night occurs, we
decided to set the show in the early part of the twentieth century as per request of the Director
McKnight. She pointed out that the architecture and fashion of the era could produce unique and
recognizable looks. Setting Twelfth Night in the early twentieth century would inform particular
costume choices to suggest social status, historic lighting technology, and architectural elements
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in the scenic design. The entire play occurs over the course of a few days without any particular
context clues as to the month. The added prologue depicts Duke Orsino’s court returning from a
day of drunken fun at Mardi Gras which typically occurs during the month of February. New
Orleans also has a history of massive tropical storms that have wreaked havoc on the port city,
which is a parallel Director McKnight saw between Illyria and New Orleans. Though the
audience may not be able to discern the time of year, these details are most relevant to the
costume and scenic choices.
Part of the analysis includes a brief synopsis and study of each character. For my analysis
I focused on the relationships the characters have with one another and any pertinent information
that furthers the action of the show. The most important character in the show is the protagonist,
Viola, who later assumes the identity of Cesario, Orsino’s page boy. She is a noble born woman
who shipwrecks on the shore of New Orleans. She and her brother, Sebastian, were separated
during the storm and she decides become part of Orsino’s court with the help of the Captain.
Viola ends up falling in love with Duke Orsino and finds herself in a dilemma of impersonating a
man and being in love with her male master. The mounting identity crisis comes to a head in the
final scene where all the characters are in the same location at the same time.
Sebastian is Viola’s twin brother who is rescued by Antonio and brought to New Orleans.
The two become fast friends and perhaps Antonio develops a romantic interest in Sebastian.
Unfortunately for Antonio, circumstances have it that Sebastian becomes betrothed to Olivia,
who thinks he is Cesario. Antonio is on the run from Duke Orsino’s men who eventually capture
him in the final scene.
Countess Olivia is the beautiful and young noble woman whose patriarchal brother
recently died. Olivia is courted by many men and her brother’s recent death becomes an excuse
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to ignore their love. Her strongest suitor is the rich Duke Orsino who she adamantly deflects.
Olivia falls madly in love with Cesario, the young page who is sent to woo her on Orisno’s
behalf. Olivia later becomes engaged to Sebastian who she thinks is Cesario. It isn’t until the
final scene when she finds out that Cesario is in fact Viola and she married Viola’s twin.
Countess Olivia’s court consists of a variety of different personalities, the most notable
being Malviolio, Sir Toby, and Maria. Malvolio is the overbearing steward in Olivia’s court.
Malvolio is deeply devoted to Olivia and often fantasizes about marrying her and becoming head
of the estate. His ambition to marry her shows an obvious desire to rise above his social class and
can be seen in his monologue in Act Two Scene Five. Malvolio’s self- righteous and
domineering attitude makes him disliked by the rest of the court, especially by Maria and Sir
Toby. Malvolio eventually finds himself imprisoned as the result of a cruel plot crafted by Maria,
Sir Toby, Festes, and Fabian.
Maria is the head of Olivia’s gentlewomen whose dislike of Malvolio is matched by that
of Sir Toby. She commands the gentle women and constructs the plot that undoes Malvolio. Sir
Toby is Olivia’s drunken uncle who cannot conform the proper standards set down by Malvolio
and his niece. Though Sir Toby is above Malvolio socially, Malvolio often forgets and speaks to
him as an equal. This leads to Sir Toby and Maria’s cruel joke with the letter and the yellow
stockings. Sir Toby’s close friend, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, is another one of Olivia’s suitors.
Though he is fluent in many languages, Sir Andrew is quite the idiot. His false bravado and
gullibility leads him to a physical altercation with both Viola and Sebastian over Olivia.
Feste is a character who bridges both courts and likes to antagonize situations. He is
technically Olivia’s fool, however he travels between both households offering good advice
cloaked in pointed jokes. It could be said that Feste is the wisest character in the show though he
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is sometimes cruel in his delivery. He has a hand in the imprisonment of Malvolio as retribution
for Malvolio’s derogatory remarks on his character.
Perhaps the most pitiful character in Twelfth Night is Duke Orsino, who is in love with
Countess Olivia. Because he finds his advances ignored, he sends his new page to woo her in his
place. His court consists of Valentine and Curio, who both fuel Orsino’s warped ideas of love.
Orsino slowly discovers he has feelings for his page but ignores them because he does not
understand his attraction to his male page. In the final scene he admits his feelings after it is
discovered that Cesario is a woman.
In her book, Rosemary Ingham stresses the importance of understanding what occurred
before the first scene of the play. What instigates the play? What are the social conditions? Was
there any dramatic action? Our creative team decided to present what happened before the show
in an extended prologue, which will be discussed in depth later in this thesis. Before the show
starts we discover that Olivia’s brother, the head of the house, has passed away. The first
introduction to her court is in the prologue where the household is holding a jazz funeral
procession down the street. Dialogue throughout the beginning of the show confirms Orsinio’s
long time interest in Olivia. Our first introduction to his court is their drunken Mardi Gras
stumble back to Orsino’s home. In his procession we see the drunken officers who also do
Orsino’s bidding and hold his court. The most important event before the show is the storm that
separates Viola and Sebastian and brings them to New Orleans. We decided to use the storm as a
device to show the audience how this storm brings all the characters together in Twelfth Night.
A vital part of understanding Twelfth Night is determining the fundamental ideas of the
play. As a designer I like to identify the themes in the show before meeting with the creative
team. As for Twelfth Night I decided that there are three major genres in this show: Love,
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Identity, and Ambition. The most identifiable theme is the cost of love. Love is what gets all of
our characters into their situations. To be able to love another means that one must accept that
their happiness relies on someone else. A person in love makes himself or herself vulnerable in
hopes that the other will do the same, which would forge a deep mutual connection. When
committing to love, there is a sense of willingness to change or at least a sense of selflessness so
both people can grow together. The characters in this play are already flawed and don’t
understand the cost of love. They all cling to a particular sense of self that does not allow for
change, whether it is pride or jealousy or the desire to overcome social statuses. These characters
seem to revel in their own situations without the desire to make changes or compromise to be in
love. In fact, it seems that these characters enjoy their own singularity rather than trying to make
honest connections with one another. This leads to the second theme, ambiguity of identity. It is
often thought that gender defines identity and Twelfth Night confirms this - the importance
society places on gender’s relationship with identity. Today society suggests that personality
defines identity rather than gender and I agree with this. Twelfth Night challenges that identity is
not based solely on gender because Orsino has feelings for his ‘male’ page while Olivia has
fallen in love with Cesario who is actually a woman. This challenges the societal norms that
states love should only be between a man and a woman. In the final scene, Shakespeare restores
the societal norms of a man and woman falling in love in a way to show how society is narrow
minded. The last theme of importance is that of ambition. Twelfth Night presents characters who
have their own ambitions and as a result find themselves in trying situations resulting from their
desires. Malvolio wants to overcome his social status and love Olivia but his ambition makes
him disliked by the rest of her court. Orsino yearns for Olivia but it is obvious that he is in love
with the idea of loving Olivia rather than actually obtaining her as his own. His ambition to have
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unrequited love is stronger than his desire to actively commit to her. This gives him the
opportunity to unconsciously fall in love with his “male” page. Olivia’s ambition to be the most
unobtainable but desired woman, leading her to fall in love with Cesario; he was the first ‘suitor’
whose actions spoke as loud as his words. All of these characters find themselves in challenging
situations due to their own contrasting ambitions.
The final part of my analysis is adding to the production team’s thoughts on the major
dramatic themes in the show. After meeting Director McKnight, she stressed the importance of
the restoration of balance in a world of opposites and extremes. She understood the play as a
constant wave back and forth between opposites and extremes until the final scene where we
move from metaphorical darkness into light, with Malvolio being the only exception to this
enlightenment. This is why she was drawn to the idea of using the storm as a metaphor to
represent all the emotions, desires, and conflicts in the story.
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Chapter Two: Design Concept and Process
The transformation of a play on the page to realization is a challenging and fulfilling
journey where the collaboration between the creative team results in an original piece of art. This
is the most important part of the design process! From my design perspective, the universality of
Shakespeare’s plays and the lack of specific imagery allow for an infinite number of creative
design possibilities. It is in the preliminary design meetings that collaborative discoveries are
made by all of the designers and the director. Together they decide the visual look of the show
and the overall themes to which we creatively abide. In essence, the production concept is what
the entire design team refers back to as their manual for creating. The individual designer must
also fulfill their fundamental requirements and that must also be colored with their own concept.
The production process will be discussed in two separate phases: Production Concept and
Lighting Design Concept.

Production Concept
At our conceptual design meetings, the director presented a question that plenty of
Shakespearean directors have asked: “How do we create a production that can connect with
contemporary audiences?” She immediately followed up with, “How can we present a dramatic
comedy without losing the integrity of serious themes hidden within the text?” Tabling these
questions, she highlighted three goals that she wanted in this production. First, she wanted to
present Twelfth Night as a dramatic comedy and not lose the integrity of the underlying human
emotions typically associated with denial, hubris, and pain – all of which are present in the show.
Second, she wanted to show the societal, emotional, and environmental differences in class
structure in the play. Lastly, she wanted to help the audience relate to the production. With these
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goals in mind, the director told us her inspiration for a possible creative design. Inspired from a
recent trip to New Orleans, McKnight was eager to show us the amazing parallels she saw
between the city of New Orleans and the entire story of Twelfth Night. With her help, we all
realized that a romanticized early twentieth century New Orleans would be the tangible key that
tied all of the goals together.
As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the director and designers found the following strong
parallels between New Orleans and the world of Illyria. Though Illyria is a fictional location,
Shakespeare takes care in explaining the city through the characters’ perspectives. In the
captain’s lines introducing Duke Orsino and Lady Olivia in Act One, Scene One, we find out that
Illyria is a city that is located on the oceanfront and has a strong class. New Orleans is an ocean
port city with a deep history of social class struggle and rich cultural history. More importantly,
New Orleans has historically been the recipient of terrible hurricanes and tropical storms which
colors its past, present, and future. Twelfth Night starts with a shipwrecked girl upon the shore of
Illyria, a land she has never seen before. Director McKnight wanted to emphasize the
importance of the storm that brought Viola to the shores because it is this unseen force that
instigates the entire story. The idea of an extended prologue was happily accepted by the creative
team as the challenge to create a storm onstage is a unique one. This extended prologue would
allow the audience to see the two separate worlds unfold as the characters frantically brace
themselves for a tropical storm that would send Viola’s ship straight to their shore. New
Orleans at the turn of the twentieth century was specifically chosen as the era for our production
for multiple reasons. The city was hit by major storms in 1909 and then 1915 Atlantic hurricane
season, which would be historically accurate for our storm in the prelude. Also, during this time
there was a large modernization movement that was met with severe opposition by the lower
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classes in the city thus extending the social class gap between the rich and the poor. Though
class struggle isn’t the first theme noted when watching Twelfth Night, the gap is clearly seen in
Malvolio’s desire to rise above his station by marrying Olivia, Antonio’s treatment by Orsino’s
court, and Orsino’s comment to Sebastian about his noble birth in the final scene. The costumes
would be unique and depict the era and the social status of each character. For example Olivia
and Orisno’s courts would be clothed in rich fabrics with finite detail, while the servants would
be well dressed but minimal details. The set would place our show in twentieth century by
engaging architecture of the French Quarter, the Garden District, and New Orleans. As for
lighting, the turn of the century produced technological advances like the arc overhead light, AC
power, and limited colored light. Choosing New Orleans at the turn of the century would lead to
a unique combination of lighting, scenery, and costumes and hopefully it would be easily
recognizable to an audience.
I believe that a Shakespeare production is never without its own metaphor or simile,
meaning there is an entity that is representative of the story. The storm at the beginning of the
show not only depicts the two separate worlds in Illyria but also the different world of Viola and
Sebastian compared to Illyria. Furthermore the storm would also stand as a metaphor for the
strong emotions and themes of love and identity that ebb and flow through the scenes. These
would be represented by the calm before the storm, the chaos that is the storm, and the rebuilding
once the storm has passed. The blocking between the scenes would be fluid and swirling like the
winds of a tropical storm with actors in constant movement and no scenic changes or transitional
black out cues. The transitional lighting would have visual movement that would guide us into
the next scene. The scenic design would contain an ambiguous cloud and wavelike drop that
would be grandiose and all encompassing over the set. It would always present in the show and
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would act as cyclorama for the lighting design. The stage would be split into two sides, the
French Quarter and the Garden District. The floor treatment would have an overlay of indistinct
waves that swirled together and washed up on the scenic pieces. Lastly, the scenic design would
be feathery and lacy to allow lighting to back light and silhouette people during the movement
between scenes. Not only would the storm have its own scene, it quickly became the motivation
of the entire world we would create.
At the end of our design meetings the creative team had discovered the three main
elements that shaped our overall design concept. New Orleans in the twentieth century would be
a character in and of itself, inserting itself into every visual facet of the show. The storm would
be an important part of initiating the action of the play and would linger throughout the show,
supported by the design choices. Lastly, we wanted to create a romanticized world that lived on
the edge of sobering reality of the dramatic themes and colorful possibility of the comedy.

Light Design Concept & Research
The job of a lighting designer is multifaceted and contains a checklist of must do’s in
order to execute a successful design – all of which are separate from the creative design concept.
First, a lighting designer must ensure that the actors can be seen. Second, the designer must help
tell the story that the director wants. Third, the designer must create subtle atmospheric mood
without compromising clarity and diminishing the time of day. Lastly, the designer can add in
their own style via their design concept but they must adhere to the fundamental rules listed
above.
For me, the development of the lighting design approach was an easy endeavor since the
creative team had presented three strong creative elements: New Orleans, the storm, and
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suspended reality. The lighting design finds itself almost entirely rooted in the historic past and
romanticized present of New Orleans, which acts as an unmentioned character, guiding the story
without the characters’ recognition. I will create the environment of New Orleans through
lighting to help the rest of the production tell the story of Twelfth Night.
In my final design presentation, I explained why New Orleans was my design concept. I
discerned that the lighting design needed to capture more than the specifics of morning versus
night, as time of day was not crucial for the storytelling in our production. What was most
important was creating a recognizable, consistent atmosphere that illuminated what location the
characters were in and producing the fluid movement in transition that would subtly guide the
audience to the next scene. In order to do this I researched four pieces of New Orleans: its
historical lighting past, the social implications of different districts in New Orleans, the tropical
storms that crash into the shore, and New Orleans today for color references.
Articulating design ideas in other creative areas like costumes and scenic design is far
less complicated because ideas can be represented in a tangible object or rendering. To discuss
lighting is almost like speaking another language for the first time – it is difficult to effectively
communicate design intentions. Sometimes the best way to discuss lighting ideas is to have an
image to illustrate your intentions. In respect to the lighting design for Twelfth Night, imagery –
both historical and evocative – was most influential to me. After my analysis and declaration of
design concept, finding research is the next step in my process. I do not think it is necessary to
discuss each image in detail; rather, it is more important to understand, in a collective sense, how
these images were beneficial to the development of the lighting design.
My visual research began with exploring the two separate locations that the design team
decided would represent Olivia’s home and Duke Orsino’s home: the Garden District and the
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French Quarter. I researched historical and modern day photographs of the locales – which truly
weren’t much different from one another. The images I found of the Garden District depict white
walls, shadows through ornate wrought iron railings, and huge leafy trees throwing texture on
everything. The color palette of today’s recognizable Garden District is white, green, neutral
grays, ambers, and blues that all showcase a relaxed, elegant, slow-paced lifestyle. The French
Quarter, unlike the Garden District, was historically amber and red brick with small windows
and long wrought iron railings on the galleries. As time went on, technology produced vivid
colored light and unique textures that characterized the neon, chaotic, and colorful New Orleans
we know today. Clearly juxtaposed against the calm Garden District, the French Quarter was
more vibrant, messy, and flamboyant.
The next crucial part of my design process was researching the history of lighting and
electricity in New Orleans. The images of historical New Orleans depict black and white faded
illustrations of cobble stone streets and large centered arc lights illuminating intersections and
ports. Electricity and technology were expanding at an extraordinary rate in the twentieth century
yet nothing compared to our world today. AC power had just been invented and streetlights
became a necessity to keep up with the nocturnal transportation and the trolleys that were
becoming prominent. In New Orleans, this resulted in one big bright arc light that was
suspended high above an intersection to help with visibility. It was first used in ports to help
dockworkers see ships and the cargo; however, it was soon moved into the cities. For purposes
of this design, it meant that the streets and city were lit from above, resulting in some unique
linear textures from the wrought iron handrails, street signs, and power lines. These would
become an integral part of my design, which can be seen in the production photography.
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The third branch of my research pertained to the metaphor of the storm. New Orleans has
a rich history of storms that influence the city and its culture. I spent hours watching footage of
hurricanes and tropical storms hoping to discern colors, intensities, and patterns that I would
utilize in the storm sequence in our extended prologue. I also listened to sound clips and storm
montages in order to understand the timing of when lighting occurred relative to the sound. After
my auditory and visual research I created a collage of images representing the storm. The colors
I found were a rich display of purples, greens, and dark blues.
Finally, I researched the evocative New Orleans that audience members would recognize
today. New Orleans is a true amalgam of bright colors with strong movement and texture. My
research lead me through Bourbon Street, across the bayous to voodoo huts, down the cobble
stone streets of the Garden District, and back to swirling port filled with massive cruise ships. I
also researched paintings that local artists created in order to understand their perspective of New
Orleans. Then this led me to research the history behind jazz funerals including music,
photographs, and clothing. These images were a tremendous help in picking colors, textures, and
movement that would represent the New Orleans I wanted to create. The importance of
researching present New Orleans when our show was set 100 years ago was to help the audience
have a visually recognizable connection to our world. Almost everyone has seen images of
Mardi Gras in New Orleans and they have expectations of seeing neon colors, brightly lit streets,
and illuminated windows. The presence of vivid color in the show - which would be historically
inaccurate in the early twentieth century - allowed me to help establish our goal of suspended
realism. For purposes of this production, the creative team discussed what suspended realism
meant to us. I explained suspended realism as the suspension of judgment concerning the reality
presented and the ability to accept fantasy or the fact that two things don’t specifically go
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together. For example, New Orleans in the 1910’s didn’t have bright neon magenta light, but our
production would have vivid colors along with historical textures.
The choice to base my lighting design on the unwritten character of New Orleans was
received well by the director and the other designers. The scenic designer and I collaborated
closely on creating the unified world of New Orleans with the understanding that I would be able
to further help illustrate the severity of the storm, suspended reality, and pull focus to the
necessary focus area onstage.
The culmination of conceptual meetings with the director and design team, research and
technical analysis of the script, and historical and evocative images prepared me to begin the
creation of the light plot. This all-inclusive list of lighting systems, color, textures, and
equipment would not only be a technical document but also an artistic bible for me to create the
light cues.
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Chapter Three: Design Execution
The execution of any lighting design begins with the creation of a light plot, followed by
the hang and focus of the fixtures, and finally the cuing sessions and technical rehearsals. For
me, I find drafting the light plot to be the most therapeutic and important stage of a design. This
is where the technical knowledge of lighting fixtures and photometrics are used. Though most
people find it daunting and boring, I personally feel that it is the place where a designer can find
confidence in their design. If I feel confident in the science behind my lights, then my artistic
stage comes much more naturally. However, there are always unforeseen obstacles that will
tackle you when you least expect them – sometimes all at once. This chapter will focus
primarily on the obstacles that presented themselves during the plotting, hang and focusing, and
technical runs of the production. The execution of the light design for Twelfth Night was a
technological nightmare for my team and I hope this section provides a more complete picture of
what it means to be a lighting designer.
As mentioned above, the most relaxing part of lighting design is drafting the light plot.
However, after my initial plot was due there were major challenges that arose before the light
plot was even hung and focused, most of which hinged on the scenic design and technological
failures. At the time, challenges that can hinder a creative train of thought are definitely viewed
as disastrous. Looking back upon the process, I realize that the design obstacles were not as
terrible as I originally thought and perhaps some of the resulting outcomes even enhanced the
overall production. The next portion of the thesis will discuss some of the technological and
design challenges that arose during the process and the solutions executed in order to continue
with the design process.
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Challenges and Solutions in Execution & Technical Process
The scenic designer and I worked very closely in the hope of creating a unified visual
representation of the design approach. After many meetings with the entire design team and
individual meetings with the Director McKnight, Scenic Designer Kayser produced a beautiful
design that incorporated our storm metaphor into a tangible and recognizable New Orleans set.
The overall scenic design was described as a layered world with delicately twisted iron shapes,
gauzy and lacey walls, and a general breezy open concept. With Olivia’s Garden District home
on stage left containing two levels and a balcony, her world would have suspended windows and
a ceiling pediment complete with scrim walls and a surplus of foliage. Duke Orsino’s French
Quarter home stage right would have two levels, the bottom level containing scrim walls and a
spiral staircase leading to the second level. The second level would be a wall-less balcony
surrounded by wrought iron railing. Both scenic units would be overshadowed by a massive
painted backdrop that depicted an ambiguous cloud and wave-like texture as a representation of
the storm metaphor. This particular drop would also act as a textured cyclorama for the lighting
design. Finally, the floor would be painted to represent each district respectively with either a
cobble stone street or a grassy and stone garden with an overlying swirling wave texture that
would wash upon the set. With this scenic design, I set to designing lights that would interact
with the set as depicted in my research. Initially, I plotted back light fixtures to light behind the
scrim walls for silhouetted blocking and movement. The painted drop would be lit with LED
strip fixtures without worrying about projecting texture or pattern. Finally, intelligent fixtures
were scattered among the electrics with hopes of visually moving light from scene to scene to
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create the flowing transitions the wanted. Just prior to the due date of the light plot, the first
group of challenges arose.
The two main causes for the challenges we encountered was the lack of financial funds
and the truncated timeline to execute the build. Twelfth Night had a three-week schedule from an
empty stage until tech week. Scheduling became our biggest obstacle, since construction,
lighting, and actors needed the stage. After our final design meeting, the technical director
informed us that the schedule did not allow time for the scenic designer to paint the 40’ by 60’
drop since it would require two days of an empty stage, hindering the rehearsal process and the
scenic installation. The painted storm drop was then cut from the scenic design. This resulted in
two new challenges: adding projections and lighting a plain white cyclorama. As an artist, I was
highly disappointed in the removal of the storm drop as I thought it was key to representing the
storm metaphor and suspension of reality that the design team wanted. Unfortunately for our
production, projections were added as a Band-Aid to try and fix the lack of a painted textured
drop. This is a huge change for a lighting designer because it highly influences what will be
projected via lighting fixtures, intensity levels, and back light choices.
The next obstacle we faced was due to funds, or lack thereof. The budget could not allow
for a spiral staircase, scrim walls, or the amount of wrought iron originally conceived in the
scenic design. We were told to ask for whatever was desired and we would be given what we
could afford. The scrim walls became solid faced walls, wrought iron columns became blocky
and thick, and the wrought iron handrails were only used in three places. This resulted in a set
that was, in my opinion, completely different from the original design concept. The once
delicate and suspended set now became a heavy and concrete presence onstage. The floating
pediment and windows on the second level didn’t quite fit with the heavy bottom levels. Finally
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the set was no longer the playground for lighting that Scenic Designer Kiah Kayser created. The
dismissal of the scrim walls and the open wrought iron texture truly hindered the concept of
watching lighting movement through the set to guide focus from scene to scene. As for lighting,
the back light through the set was also cut. With all of these changes to the scenic design, I was
able to adjust my light plot in the two weeks before we hung the electrics. At the time, I was
incredibly frustrated with the complications that arose mostly due to my love for the original
design concept. However, the show must go on and the lighting adjusted accordingly.
With these changes in place, the electrics team was able to quickly and efficiently hang
the 190 fixtures around and inside the set. I still felt confident in my ability to illuminate the
story and New Orleans. I moved rapidly into the cuing process of the show, which occurred
quite painlessly. Sculpting the actors and creating the different world of New Orleans was a
pleasurable experience. However, my absolute favorite part of cueing was creating the storm
sequence with the sound designer and scenic designer. Many lighting designers create storm
sequences by having their lighting board operator press a sub-master to the rhythm of a storm
creating the flashes of lightning. However, I wanted to create a storm sequence that eliminated
the use of a sub-master and instead ran in sync with the sound cue. By doing this method, the
board operator would hit the “go” button once and the entire sequence would run on its own in
sync with the sound effects. Furthermore, I wanted to physicalize the wind in the sound effect so
I worked with the scenic designer to rig up two squirrel fans hidden in the proscenium to blast
wind at the actors moving through the set. The collaboration between the scenic designer, the
Sound Designer Jacob Hofer, and myself resulted in a storm sequence that was not only seen and
heard but also felt. The actors’ costumes, scenic wind chimes, and the swags of lights on the set
vibrated with the oncoming storm due to our rigged fans. The sequence also included the swags
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of lights flickering and popping out as if the power was being interrupted. Over all of this, the
lighting – varied in its angles, color, and length – flashed around the set in perfect timing to the
sound. Though this extended prologue storm sequence was not part of the script, it was crucial in
telling our story. I was able to apply my storm research and timing to effectively build a storm
inside our University Theatre. Excited to have all my cues in the board and ready for tech, I
thought I was prepared for the obstacles yet to come.
It can be incredibly frustrating as lighting designer with a beautiful idea in your mind but
not being able to physicalize it due to technological failures. The most exasperating part of this
show for me was the never-ending technological failures – especially those that occurred during
the live performances. Lighting designs are largely based on the technology available in the
producing house. Since our theatre was recently equipped with ‘new to us’ automated and LED
fixtures, I was excited to use them. What I quickly learned is that it is absolutely horrifying to
watch your rig have a mind of its own due to bad equipment and failures in technology. Not
only did I have nearly every one of our ‘new to us’ automated moving fixtures fail, I also sat in
the audience one night watching the one blackout in my show become a rave with flashing red
lights strobing automated Vari*Lite fixtures. My poor master electrician worked tirelessly to
troubleshoot fixture after fixture that failed during the tech process. She fixed a few on the spot
but for many of the fixtures we had to order parts. Of the seven ‘new to us’ moving fixtures I had
in the rig, six of them failed during the course of our show. After replacing full fixtures and
some internal pieces, the fixtures were trouble free until the run of the show. We had heard
rumors of one of the ChromaQ Colorforce 72 strobing during warm up however it never
happened in front of me or my Master Electrician. Finally, during the second show in the second
weekend of the run we saw flashing lights off-stage left and realized that must have been what
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the actors were pointing out. After removing the Colorforce 72 from the rig and closing the data
chain we thought everything would be fine. The next night ran smoothly until I realized that my
center stage Vari*Lite 3500 wasn’t working. A few cues later the automated fixture was back on
in its correct position. After the show, I went to the control booth and ran through every single
cue in the show and the fixture was behaving normally. I went home hoping the closing night
would go smoothly. I was wrong. Closing night I got a panicked phone call from my deck
electrician telling me that the center stage Vari*Lite 3500 was not responding during channel
check. I came to the theatre and went through every check to discover that 30 minutes before
opening my most used automated fixture was completely dead. The actors kindly cleared the
stage and watched in awe as we struck the 91 pound fixture twenty-three feet in the air in a
wobbling genie lift. I was nearly in tears until Jacob Hofer reminded me that I had an extra
Vari*Lite 3500 in a road case that he could hang. After Mr. Hofer replaced the fixture, I ran
through the cues to see if it had the attributes of the original fixture – it did. We finished channel
check and opened house one minute behind schedule. I settled into the audience with my mother
and took a big breath. The show went smoothly until half-way through the second act. I watched
in horror as the far stage right ChromaQ Colorforce 72 began strobing red in every single cue. I
ran through everything I could do to stop the flashing lights. I texted the board operator to park
off the channel that controlled the flashing Colorforce. She told me she already had done so but it
was still reacting. I realized that the issue was in the DMX signal and the only way to solve the
problem was to either unplug that fixture or kill the power channel that controlled all the LEDs
and automated fixtures. Since I could not bring in the electric during the show I asked the board
operator to park off the power channel that controlled that electric. Unfortunately, the board
operator’s phone had died and she didn’t receive my text to kill the power channel for the entire
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electric. I watched in even more horror as the carefully crafted last moment of my show was
ruined by a strobing red light. It was at the moment that I decided accept that my Twelfth Night
truly turned into “Technological Twelfth Nightmare.”
Given the short timeline to produce Twelfth Night, it is understandable that time and
budget had a major impact on the design process, especially the scenic design. Unfortunately,
these changes also directly impacted the lighting design as well. Though we met the challenges
with quick problem solving efforts, I believe that the creative team ended up with a design that
was visually different than the original concept. These changes, coupled with technological
failures on the electrics end, resulted in a tedious and frustrating time during the execution phase
of the design. I firmly believe that the design illuminated the world of New Orleans, suspended
reality, and told the story that the director wanted. In general, I was highly pleased with what I
was able to accomplish given the unique timeline and complexity of the technological failures
along the way. However, there is always room to grow and in hindsight, there are things I would
change. The fourth and final chapter of the thesis will be a self-evaluation, in which I will
critique both the process and the execution of the light design for Twelfth Night.
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Chapter Four: Design Process Evaluation
There is one aspect of the design process that is often overlooked by most designers and
creative teams – the evaluation. To better understand the practical and aesthetic sensibilities of
one’s work, an evaluation of the design process is vital to strengthen the ability to design in the
future. There are few art-related disciplines other than theatre where the art created is temporary;
meaning the art of theatre can only be expressed in live show conditions. Though production
photographs document the culmination of the design efforts, it cannot replicate the spirit of the
production in its live state. Lighting design, more than any other element of design, is difficult to
appreciate without having observed it in real time. Therefore it is imperative that the lighting
designer views the art in the context it was created by evaluating the process and choices. I will
discuss my own evaluation of the lighting design for Twelfth Night based upon my observations
of the final product and critique of the design process.
Overall, I was pleased with the outcome of the lighting design. I had four main goals that
I strove to achieve in the lighting design. First, I wanted to create the visible world of New
Orleans by mixing past and present elements of the city. I hoped that this would bridge the
dramatic undertones of the show to the comedic situations that arose. Secondly, I wanted to
make sure that I captured a sense of suspended reality and fluidity throughout the show. Third, I
wanted to make sure the actors were well sculpted by using the stage left and stage right cove
positions and dance lighting booms. Finally, I wanted to create a truly unique prologue that
would match Director McKnight’s goals for the additive piece. Each goal presented its own
obstacles and challenges however the most trying was sculpting the actors out from the set.
After looking back through my production photos, I realized that I was proud of the way I
combined the textures found in historic photos of New Orleans with the colors of present day
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New Orleans. Moments that focused on Duke Orsino’s French Quarter home were lit with string
lights all over the set and had a unique texture that mimicked my research images. The practical
street lamps also worked in my favor by adding the depth to the street as seen in my research
images as well. Olivia’s Garden District home was a nice blend of tree textures and naturalistic
light. Overall I was pleased with the way I depicted the two New Orleans’ districts.
Originally Director McKnight, Scenic Designer Kayser, and I wanted to use the scrim
walls of her set and moving lights to visibly shift the focus from one scene to the next without
the use of blackouts or specific transitional lighting cues. After the scrim walls were cut, my goal
of fluid movement and backlighting movement became a moot idea. Instead of creating
transitional lighting cues between each scene I used a my automated center stage VariLite 3500
to visibly move from area to area with support form the Mac Auras in front of house. I created
crossfades in the cuing which made this subtle yet visible movement. I wish that the original
idea of backlighting and silhouetting moments could have been created but nonetheless I thought
the resulting effect was just fine. I will be honest and say that I don’t think the audience noticed
those subtle changes.
Most of the shows I have designed have been large scale musicals where the actors are
pulled out from the set by follow spots from front of house and side of house. For this particular
show I opted out of using follow spots since there were too many actors with dialogue at the
same time. Instead I decided to try and use sidelight booms placed offstage in the wings to
sculpt the actors from the side. Originally I had two eight foot booms placed offstage on both
wings to shoot between the set to highlight the side of the actors. The booms each contained an
ETC Selador Vivid R LED strip, an automated Mac AURA LED wash, and an ETC Source 4
ellipsoidal with a template. After the first cuing session I saw the huge flaw with my idea: light
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splattering everywhere. I completely forgot that the design team agreed to move the stage left
scenic piece (Olivia’s home) three feet downstage. The booms were now shooting directly into
the set rather than between the scenic pieces. There was absolutely no way for me to contain the
light spillage that occurred all over the set. Instead of gently pulling the actors out of the set, it
projected elongated shadows and highlighted the building flaws in the set. The automated Mac
Aura’s became useless since they would be blocked by the set. With my boom idea a bust, I
realized I was also unhappy with the quality of sculpting I was getting downstage of the
proscenium as well. I decided to move the Mac Auras to the AP positions in front of the
proscenium to be used as specials for sculpting actors. This move became a great choice as I was
able to create highlights on actors and had the mobility to move the light anywhere downstage of
the proscenium arch.
Another idea that I found unsuccessful was the use of the front of house cove positions
for cross stage lighting. I was hoping to add lighting coverage underneath the proscenium arch
where it is difficult to have clean sculpting. However my attempt resulted in light spilling
through the open parts of the set and washing all over the white cyclorama. I ended up balancing
out some of the light by boosting the light in the cyclorama and lowering the cove light intensity
and achieved some sculpting. I learned that though the photometrics and sculpting worked out
great, I need to pay attention to what is behind the set! The light splattering all over the
cyclorama was unseemly and at times it took away from the projections.
Perhaps the most successful and unique part of the design was the extended prologue we
created. I thought that the use of the storm was a creative way to show the social and physical
differences between Duke Orisino’s court and Olivia’s court. Furthermore I thought the use of
the storm prologue allowed the audiences to see how Olivia’s jazz funeral procession had
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solidified her depression about her brother’s death, and the audience could see Duke Orsino’s
drunken Mardi Gras procession. I also believe it was a unique way to show Sebastian and
Viola’s arrival to the shore. I was proud of the way I was able to execute the storm sequence
through eliminating the use of a submaster and focusing on a completely timed effect. I was able
to challenge my programming skills by creating an extended effect. In hindsight I wish that I
could have been eliminated some of the amber shift that occurred during the fading of the lights
before the lightening strikes occurred. Most of my storm research captured an atmosphere of
dark blues and deep purples however with the amber shift and color temperatures I had I created
a more blue-green atmosphere.
Overall I think that the lighting design for Twelfth Night was successful in achieving most
of my design goals. The process of creating the lighting design was most enjoyable but the
execution and the actual design could be greatly improved. I would have liked more time to
focus on the lighting angles for sculpting out actors and not washing the set. I also would have
liked to eliminate all of the technological failures that occurred both during the hanging process
and during the run of the show. Regardless of those issues, I believe the challenge of creating
New Orleans environment was successful and the photos document a well-rounded balance of
lighting faces and creating focus. My personal post mortem allowed me to receive outside
perspective to my process from the point of my mentor, director, production manager, and
technical director. I will include this material in the evaluation in the next paragraph.
From my conceptual meetings to the last production meeting, there was a wonderful
sense of collaboration and communication between the designers and the director. We met
multiple times outside of our mandatory meetings to discuss new ideas and challenges that arose.
I felt the communication we established lead to a strong unified concept but I struggled with the
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end results of our production, which felt fractured. I hoped to understand my role in this in order
to understand how to grow as a designer. I personally believe that our production of Twelfth
Night was beautiful and the resulting theatre kept audiences engaged and interested. However, I
do believe that along the way the technical elements of design were not as cohesive as they could
have been. In my opinion Scenic Designer Kayser had the most difficult job out of the entire
creative team. Budget, time, and lack of support resulted in a scenic design that was different
than the original concept agreed upon in design meetings. In no way is this fault of the scenic
designer, as she worked tirelessly to bridge the gaps and create new solutions to the problems
that arose. The most disappointing part of the design process was losing visible key elements that
established our metaphor like the storm wave backdrop and the scrim walls. Losing the scrim
walls resulted in a heavier set that was more concrete and less “lacey, delicate, and fluid” like
Scenic Designer Kayser originally described. Cutting the drop resulted in losing a very important
part of our design and the addition of projections, which was not cohesive.
Perhaps the least consistent part of the design process was adding in the projections in
lieu of the drop. The use of projections was suggested by a faculty member to create the texture
on the white cyclorama and as a Band Aid for the removal of the backdrop. As lighting designer,
I would have much rather lit the scrim myself via lighting fixtures with gobos projected on the
surface. In hindsight I do not believe that the projections had a clear goal and did not add to our
story. In order to make the projections work, they should have had a common theme of either
realism, ambiguous texture, or clip art projection. Our projections had all three varieties, which
never quite came together in telling any particular story. If the goal was to break up the blocky
white cyclorama, I would have much rather lit it myself via lighting fixtures.
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Other than the major changes in the scenic design due to budget, I feel like the show was
overall a beautiful piece of theatre and an excellent example of collaboration between the
creative team and the director. Director McKnight was available at every stage of the process for
meetings and insight and her guidance led to a very unique presentation of Twelfth Night.
Unfortunately for our creative team, the team post mortem never occurred and I wish it would
have so we could discuss the changes that occurred. We started with such a strong and unified
design concept and ended up with a beautiful but very different presentation. Regardless of the
challenges, I had a phenomenal experience creating, learning, and exploring lighting and believe
that Twelfth Night will be one of my favorite pieces in my portfolio.
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Conclusion
Given the technological disasters in this production and a few poor design choices, the
lighting design was successful in its attempt to create the environment of New Orleans. The
desire to produce one of the most well known Shakespearean comedies, Twelfth Night, and not
compromise the serious emotional undertones was a strong goal from the director. Deciding to
use New Orleans as an unwritten character in the show helped the audience distinguish the
different social and political worlds of Duke Orsino and Olivia. As a lighting designer, it gave
me a unique design concept and I was able to create many different looks heavily rooted in the
past and present of New Orleans.
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Appendix A: Research Materials
Research Images
A1: Research PowerPoint Presentation to Production Team – Meeting One

"New Orleans French Quarter New Orleans Is Amazing." New Orleans Is Amazing. 27 Feb.
2016. Web. 25 Oct. 2015.
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"New Orleans At Night [17 High Quality Photos]." The Roosevelts. N.p., 31 Jan. 2013.
Web. 10 Sept. 2015.

"The French Quarter." The Collins C. Diboll Vieux Carré Survey - a Project of The
Historic New Orleans Collection. Web. 10 Sept. 2015
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"Locations." Chateau Orleans Po-Boys. Web. 15 Sept. 2015.

"Historic Houses: A Revival Historic Treasure." Historic House. Victoriana Magazine,
1996. Web. 10 Sept. 2015.
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Photoshopped image via Scenic Designer Kiah Kayser

New Orleans Magic by Debra Hurd
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"Moonlight Towers: Light Pollution in the 1800s." 'LOW-TECH MAGAZINE' 2009.
Web. 20 Sept. 2015.

"Moonlight Towers: Light Pollution in the 1800s." 'LOW-TECH MAGAZINE' 2009.
Web. 20 Sept. 2015.
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"Moonlight Towers: Light Pollution in the 1800s." 'LOW-TECH MAGAZINE' 2009.
Web. 20 Sept. 2015.

Photoshopped image via Scenic Designer Kiah Kayser
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Appendix B: Drafting Plates
Light Plots
B1: Overstage Light Plot
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B2: Section Light Plot
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Appendix C: Supporting Paperwork
Magic Sheets
C1: Page One of Two of the Designer Magic Sheets
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C2: Page Two of Two of the Designer Magic Sheets
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Channel Hookup
C4: Designer Channel Hookup – Total of Eight Pages
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1/4

PROSCENIUM

1

STRING LT

Edison String Light

NC

(406)

1/6

GROUND

1

STREET

Street Light

NC

1/11

GROUND

(401)

(402)

2

STREET

Street Light

NC

(410)

3/200 1ST ELECTRIC

22

ALL ORSINO

VL2500 Wash

MULTI

(420)

3/150

1ST ELECTRIC

12

ALL DS

VL3500

MULTI

(430)

3/100

1ST ELECTRIC

3

ALL OLIVIA

VL2500 Wash

MULTI

(500)

2/150

CYC ELECTRIC

7

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(501)

2/120

CYC ELECTRIC

6

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(502)

2/90

CYC ELECTRIC

5

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(503)

2/70

CYC ELECTRIC

4

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(504)

2/50

CYC ELECTRIC

3

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(505)

2/30

CYC ELECTRIC

2

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(506)

2/10

CYC ELECTRIC

1

CYC

Colorforce 72

RGBA

(507)

10/120 GROUND ROW

6

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(508)

10/90

GROUND ROW

5

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(509)

10/70

GROUND ROW

4

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(510)

10/50

GROUND ROW

3

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(511)

10/30

GROUND ROW

2

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(512)

10/10

GROUND ROW

1

CYC

ETC Selador Strip

RGBA

(407)

Jacquelyn Ryan Cox / Lightwright 5

(401) thru (512)

50

Instrument Schedule
C5: Designer Instrument Schedule – Total of Eleven Pages

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

Color Schedule
C6: Designer Color Schedule– Total of Ten Pages

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

Gobo Schedule
C7: Designer Gobo Schedule– Total of One Page

72

ACT I

18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

10
12
16

2
4
6

PRESET

Cue #

HL Mardi Gras
HR Jazz Funeral
STORM
16 - 17.8
Street Shipwrecked
Viola Special
Orsino's Home
Olivia Home
Olivia Ghosting
Street Up
Stage Open Up
Focus DS
Orsino's Home Up
Focus Only Orsino's Home
Top Platform Lower
Street Up; Orsino's Out
40.5
40.6

Preshow
House to Half
Curtain Speech

DESCRIPTION

Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare
University Theatre
LD: Jacquelyn R. Cox
ME: Emily Clarkson

With Music
With Music Shift
With SFX
Executes on Cue 16
As Viola is X DS
V DS before line
C: "Orsino."
C: "….seek the love of fair Olivia."
V: "…What my estate is."
Storyville girls Entrance
When everyone Enters
V: "There is a fair…"
with V's exit
Curio's X to Victrola
O X to Bottom Level
O: "…When canopied with bowers."

TAKEN ON

TWELFTH NIGHT CUE SHEET

10
15
4
4
2:20
3
5
5
3
4
8
8
4
5
5
8
8/3 15
4
1
3

5
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1

TIME FLLW PAGE #

Cue Sheets

C8: Designer Final Cue Schedule– Total of Four Pages

73

74

74

72

70

68

66

62
64

58

48
50
52
54
56

42
44

Cue #

Street Lower; Olivia Garden Focus
HR Aisle (Follow Out)
44.1
Olivia Interior Focus
Street Up
Lower Olivia Home
Orsino's Balcony
Shrine & Olivia Interior
56.5
56.6
56.7
Open up CS
58.5
58.6
CS Up and Streets
HL Aisle (Follow Out)
64.5
Olivia House
66.5
66.6
HR Aisle (Follow Out)
68.1
Open CS for Dance
71
Street Up, Olivia Ghost (Follow Orsino Up)
72.5
72.6
Olivia Lower Level & Garden

DESCRIPTION

O X SR Exit

X to Street w/ Music

M: "For the love o' God…"

Andrew: "consists of eating and drinking."

V Exit

Lowers Olivia's House
Lower Lights on Olivia Home
M: "Madam, yond fellow…"
Movers Out
Movers Home to Position for Cue 62
Olivia Exit
Antonio Exit

Maria's Exit
T: "…life in't, man."
X US
Before Actors Enter
V exit

At Toby's Turn
T: "…till his brains turn…."

TAKEN ON

5
5
5
8
8
6
5
5
5
7
8
30
20 1:00
20
8
35
15
16
5
5
3
4
3
3
4
3
5.2
5
3
10
20
12
13
8
3
3.2
3/5 5
3
8

11
11
11
14
15
15
16
16
16
16
18
18
18
20
20
20
23

3
4
4
5
6
7
7
8
8
8

TIME FLLW PAGE #

75

95
96
98

90
92
94

84
86

80
81
82
83

108

100
102
106

ACT III

76
78

Cue #

Andrew Exit
HLA Out & Street DS

Lower House Intensity & Top of House
Before V and O arrive on Porch
Olivia Exit
T: "what are you…?"

At Andrews exit
Toby Exit
Seb Exit

V: "I understand you, sir…."
Sir Toby Exit
Viola Exit

Priest Shrine out
M Exit
Priest gives Go

M X SR

Adds Facelight
at Exit
at Exit

75
Lower to C on Steps
Black Out
Intermission Look & House Up
Brings up Street for Musicians
Malvolio and Stockings
Priest Entrance
F83.5
Intermission Look 2 & House 1/2
House Out; HR Aisle (Follow Out); Street Up
86.5
87
Olivia House
Romantic Garden Focus
HR Aisle (Follow Out)
94.2
Slow shift
Lower Olivia; Focus DS; Street
HL Aisle (Follow Out); Olivia Up
98.5
98.6
Focus AB
Fight Sequence
HR Aisle (Follow Out)
106.1
Brings up Street & HLA for Feste & Seb
108.5

TAKEN ON

DESCRIPTION

2
15
10
3
6
3
2/12
8
9
4
12
50
8
8
4
6
8
20
12
5
3
12 4min
1:00
35
50
5
8
5
3
15
3
10

30
4
0

38
40
40
40
42
42

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
29
31
31
31
32
33
33

27
27

TIME FLLW PAGE #

76

134
136
140

POST SHOW

120
122
130
132

118

115

112
113

Cue #

BO
Bows
Post Show & House Up

109
SR Focus before Prison
Prison
113.5
114
Atmosphere Out
116
116.5
Street Up
118.5
Focus from Street to Olivia's
Sunset Shift
Wedding and Nighttime Shift
Focus Orsino Balcony

DESCRIPTION

w/ Sound Cue Z

Enter Antonio and officers
Before V re-enters
M's Entrance
M Stand

O & S Exit

Everyone Exit
When M in place
Blue Bars Up
Focus Prison

TAKEN ON

0
2
3

1:20 2min
5:00
6:00
0

50
5
2
3
3
3.5
3
3
6
12/5 13
8
7/3 8

54
54
54

42
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
45
45
45
45
53
54

TIME FLLW PAGE #

Appendix D: Production
All Photos within Appendix D were taken by Bob King with permission of use by the
Department of Theatre
D1: Preshow (Light Cue 2)

D2: Prologue - Viola Shipwrecked on the Shore (Light Cue 18)

77

D3: “What country, friends, is this?” (Light Cue 20)

D4:“If music be the food of love, play on….” (Light Cue 36)

78

D5: “No, Sir, it is legs and thighs. Let me see the caper.” (Light Cue 30)

D6: Maria watches as Sir Toby & Sir Andrew return drunk. (Light Cue 42)

79

D7: “A love song – a love song.” (Light Cue 70)

D8: “M, Malvolio; M, why, that begins my name.” (Light Cue 74)

80

D9: Intermission (Light Cue 81)

D10: “Go off; I discard you: let me enjoy my private: go off.” (Light Cue 90)

81

D11: “Hey, Robin, jolly Robin, Tell me how thy lady does.” (Light Cue 113)

82

D12: “Alas, Malvolio, this is not my handwriting…” (Light Cue 122)

D12: “I will have my revenge on every last one of you.” (Light Cue 132)

83
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